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A Search For Unity In Engineering 
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WESTINGHOUSE 

@ ELECTRIC CORPORATION 

Co See yeaa. Here are the facts. Oil and gas sup- 
bias. ee Se et ply 78 percent of U.S. energy needs. 

eS ee ‘ U.S. production of oil and gas has 
a Mei po es) i, peaked out. World oil and gas pro- 

Se ee — = duction will peak shortly. But de- 
ae ee % s d f 5 iechlinus Se” Oe oe , mand for energy will continue to ee co. Po a a 

ae. mi cg _— ates ee rr OB oe te eee .  ..  *«... x If growth continues at its historic 4 
“Ci er Ye percent annual rate, we will use up ; hh ie AA ae ie fa all our oil and gas in about two e | Oe ea ee a. mrrrt—s@s * 
NS | : decades. 

LE oe . ’ 7 oy The only viable, long-term solution 
il : ye to America’s energy problem is a 

| lS AP sere . shift to an electric economy, one 
sai a | oo — . 1 powered by nuclear energy and coal. 

ee - *e 
|. i oe el w A _ Westinghouse, one of the world’s 

oe eee, . an . -.. 7 major electric companies, is the 
i BS oe aa <a leader in nuclear energy. We're 

GT oo ae - er atin also one of the world’s most diversi- 
ec ee ae | . ne fied companies—with enlightened 

7 whe. Bo Se ies aoe a ag. eee hiring and training policies. 

je fee os a 1 Talk with our campus recruiter. Or 
ne ae i 8 oe : Cs write George Garvey, Westinghouse 

3 Se on a Education Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
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Dean’s Page. ~~ 

meer 
. . . . cual 8 Engineering: Unity and Ethics n “ 

I 
Dean W. Robert Marshall 

Were I was originally requested to write the bring the engineering profession together on matters 
Dean’s Page for the February issue of the of common professional interest, but it did not — and 

Wisconsin Engineer it was suggested that I might was not intended to — concern itself with the ethical 
address my comments to the question of whether or behavior or the competence of the engineering prac- 
not there should be “‘a powerful regulating engineer- titioners. Unity was concerned with achieving the 
ing association” to maintain strict codes of conduct appearance of a united front on those matters which 
and professional ethics for the engineering profession. dealt with the governmental utilization of the profes- 
Because of the complexity of this question, I respond- sion, international programs, economic problems of 
ed by suggesting that the March issue of the Wiscon- the profession, engineering manpower, etc. A 
sin Engineer might address itself to this topic broad- collateral organization called the Engineers Council 
ly, with input from a number of engineers — not just for Professional Development, ECPD, had been 
the Dean. Apparently, however, this did not cancel formed in the 1930’s to give attention to maintaining 
the demand of Associate Editor Don Johnson for minimum standards of engineering education and is 
comments about this subject on the Dean’s Page. the accrediting agency for engineering curricula. In preparing the brief observation set forth below, I Although ECPD did not concern itself with 
have attempted to outline, in very abbreviated form, regulating engineering, it did develop a Canon of some history of the engineering profession’s concern Ethics for engineers which is currently undergoing about unity in a broad sense with concluding obser- revision and study in response to the current public 
vations on the subject of engineering practice, con- alarm about the professions in general. The Canon of 
duct, and ethics. The general topic of unity in the Ethics has no legal force. It is the engineer’s per- engineering profession has received so much atten- sonal responsibility to obey it. 
tion over the past five decades that it is impossible to The problem of ensuring that the public health and do justice to the subject in a synoptic manner; welfare would be adequately protected when however, the efforts of the profession should be a engineers practice their profession began to evolve matter of knowledge to all engineers—students and into a legal process in 1917 through the creation of practitioners. state boards for the regulation and licensing of 

The engineering profession has long sought a goal engineers. State boards, created by law, were euphemistically referred to as UNITY. Because delegated to determine through examination and 
engineering is both taught and practiced in a number other means whether or not an individual is qualified 
of disciplines, it has been the dream of leaders of the to practice engineering in the given state. The boards various engineering disciplines to establish or create are required to implement the state statutes which a unity or umbrella organization which would serve created them, to establish rules of procedure, and to 
in some way the entire profession on matters of com- develop adequate language in the rules to define mis- mon interest. The first such organization was the conduct, incompetency, etc. In the Wisconsin American Engineering Council, formed in the early Statutes there are sections which deal with the 
1920’s to advise the Government on engineering questions of what is incompetency, misconduct, as 
problems of national concern. Its first president was well as unethical practice and behavior. Herbert Hoover. The Council’s existence depended It would appear that the statutes and procedures of 
substantially on the support of the Founders the individual state regulations for engineering prac- Societies, ASCE, AIEE, ASME, AIME, each one of tice are reasonably workable. Also, there is a con- which contributed funds in proportion to its tinuing effort to bring uniformity among the state membership for the Council’s support and activities. licensing laws. It does not appear feasible or practical 
The Council concerned itself in the ’20’s and ’30’s at this time that a single national organization is 
with major national engineering problems, such as needed or even workable to license, regulate, and 
the creation of standards, advice to Government Judge the engineering practitioner. Our existing state agencies, etc. It did not concern itself in any legal laws and regulations provide all citizens with the op- way with professional ethics or professional conduct. portunity for complaint or grievances if they feel that 
The Council ceased to exist when the professional any engineer has stepped over the bounds of ethics or societies withdrew their financial support in the has been negligent or incompetent. However, let us depression years of the ’30’s. recognize that in the last analysis regardless of laws 

However, still in search of the goal of Unity, in the or codes of ethics, the individual engineer must be 
1940’s the engineering professional societies created aware of his responsibilities to society, and he must the Engineers Joint Council, EJC, which was almost know his short-comings and limitations as well as his solely dependent on the professional engineering strengths. 
societies for financial support. EJC was intended to ve 
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A cutaway view of the new lead-acid battery. For use in See tually increases withage 
the Bell System, four types—each with a different ampere- Code as corrosion produces 

hour capacity—will replace the 60 configurations currently additional lead-dioxide 
in use over the same capacity range. material. 

Developing a new lead-acid battery. 
Every year, Bell System telephone companies Western Electric’s Purchased Product 
spend over $30 million to buy and maintain Engineering organization and Bell Labs set 
the lead-acid batteries they use as interme- up a design capability line at a company sub- 
diate sources of standby power during sidiary, Nassau Smelting & Refining. 
emergencies. Using machinery developed at Western 

So they know just how susceptible all Electric’s Kearny Works, they refined pro- 
lead-acid batteries are to problems caused duction methods and materials that made it 
by corrosion. Problems such as gradual loss possible for a supplier to produce the new 
of capacity, short- circuits and cracking that battery economically, in commercial quanti- 
could result in acid leaks and occasional fires. ties and to Bell System specifications. 

That’s why Bell Labs and Western Elec- And Western Electric plans to achieve 
tric engineers recently undertook the first still further savings through a continuing cost- 
major improvements on what is essentially a reduction program. 
100-year-old design. Conclusion: Close cooperation between 

The result: a revolutionary, cylindrical Bell Labs and Western Electric has resulted 
lead-acid battery with a jar and cover fabri- in the creation of a superior lead-acid bat- 
cated from an improved flame-retardant, im- tery. Its expected useful lifetime is at least 
pact-resistant polyvinylchloride. The bond 30 years — double that of even its best prede- 
between jar and cover is leakproof due to a cessors. It lowers maintenance costs substan- 
new infra-red sealing process. tially. And its unusual design virtually elimi- 

Inside the battery are circular, cone- nates the hazard of fire due to mechanical 
shaped grids cast of pure lead rather than a failure. 
lead alloy, then stacked horizontally in a 
self-supporting structure. Positive grids are 
cast with large grain-size to minimize corro- 
sion. They’re then filled with a paste (tetra- 
basic lead sulfate) whose rod-like particles 
interlock for maximum mechanical stability. 

These new features required new manu- 
faeyguing ae ror peas TOW . 
could potential suppliers best mass-produce Wi t El t 
postive plates of the required grain-size and es ern ec ric 
paste the grids rapidly and efficiently, given 
their conical shape and the new oxide ma- | 
terial’s crystal structure? We make things that bring people closer. 
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j q “ . es E Engineers Stand Tall and Clean ay, 

Roger E. Krempel 
President, WSPE 

ational events of recent It has been reported to me that In addition to the Registration 
Nine. particularly the fee some faculty members and Law, an Administrative Code has 
kick-backs and_ political con- students on the U.W. Engineering been adopted by the examining 
tributions disclosed in the Agnew Campus have wondered whether it Board which has the force of law in 
affair, have the public wondering might be wise to have a more regulating illegal engineering 
if there is something lacking in powerful professional society that practices. One section of this Code 
regulation and ethical discipline would more closely regulate the deals with professional conduct. 
of the Engineering Profession. first years of practical engineering Yet nowhere in the laws or Codes 
Serious questions have been experience after school as in the of Wisconsin is there any prohibi- 

raised about the practices andcon- case of the American Medical tion of improper solicitation of 
duct of at least a half dozen engi- Association, as well as main- engineering work, the most 
neering firms. The questions in taining strict codes of conduct and reported improper act. 

turn lead to increasing cries for professional ethics, like the AMA WSPE has adopted the 
a more pervasive, collective social and the American Bar Associa- National Society of Professional 
conscience. Engineering students tion. , « Engineers’ Code of Ethics as its 
might well be asking themselves, To that suggestion I say “NO own and this code does have a sec- 
“What kind of a profession am I THANKS”. With the exception tion prohibiting improper 
getting into?” of a few widely and sensationally solicitations of work. Section 11-b 

broadcast corrupt acts the Engi- reads ‘“‘He will not offer to pay, 
s na Ap SeAC Seep Ay neering Profession stands tall and either directly or indirectly, any 

S ADVISE clean. The good works of the engi- commission, political of securing 
ENGINEERS (WSPE) i D s neer are out where the whole world salaried positions through employ- 
THE BUDDING ENGINEER can inspect them, use and enjoy ment agencies’. We have no NOT TO FLEE IN ALARM. h oye . 7 them. knowledge of any violations in 
ENGI NE ERING TODAY If this accurately represents the Wisconsin of this section of our 
STANDS ETHICALLY TALL feeling on campus, then we have Code of Ethics. 
AMONG THE PROFESSIONS less of a dilemma. While the UW AND WILL DO SO IN THE Engi : . d a On a much broader scope 
FUTURE ngmecnng ‘campus does have WSPE has been the leader in 

: registered engineers on the faculty proposing an entirely new State 
The more than 1600 members of it seems to me that only a very : ‘ : : 3 uw Engineering Registration Law. 

WSPE recognize that as a small number are active in our : : : : : Le The WSPE recommendations representative portion of the 9000 professional society. Recognition ‘ ‘ : 4 followed a lengthy Engineering Registered Professional Engineers on the campus of the need for - . : : Licensure study by a Blue Ribbon of Wisconsin, they have a grave more professional development A Gee ; A WSPE Committee. responsibility to the public and and involvement most assuredly is 
are dedicated to the advancement the key to a stronger profession There are those who doubt the 
and betterment of human welfare. morally and ethically. value of a strong profession and 
More specifically, they are con- For those who may not be aware suspect that it would lead to 
cerned with those moral and of the status of our present laws, severe restrictions in order to 
ethical actions designed to protect rules, and codes, a brief summary create a shortage of engineers and 
the health and public welfare of follows: Chapter 15 of the Wiscon- thus lead to limited competition to 
the citizens of Wisconsin. The sin Statutes provides for the crea- achieve economic gain. We would 
Society also recognizes the need of tion of the Engineering Examining be fools not to recognize this as a 
maintaining a strong organization Board. Chapter 443 of the Statutes possibility in the minds of some. It 
providing service to the public, to is known as the Registration Law. is my conclusion that the 
the engineering profession, and to WSPE feels that the law is weak. Registered Professional Engineer, 
its members, if these objectives Great effort by WSPE has not, up that is a member of WSPE, is tru- 
are to be attained. The objectives to this point, resulted in any great ly dedicated to the advancement 
of WSPE closely parallel those of strengthening of the law since it is and betterment of human welfare, 
the National Society of Profession- still possible to become registered health and safety of the people of 
al Engineers of which we are also without an engineering degree or Wisconsin. 
all members. passing a written exam. ve
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a guy ~~ “¢ 
who keeps a level head. 

Dictionaries define hurdling as jumping over a hurdle in a race. 
Obviously, Webster never made the track team. 

“A good hurdler never jumps,” the experts tell us. ‘‘He tries 
to duplicate the movements of sprinting. The head stays level. 

It’s never higher over the hurdle than it is between them.” 

A level head helps overcome any obstacle. Take bearing problems. 
They’re best approached by a person with training, determination 

and the ability to think things through. 

Are you such a person? When you run up against a tough problem, are you 
able to take it in stride? And do you like the excitement of rugged 

competition, and the rewards that come from winning? 

Then write The Timken Company, Canton, Ohio 44706. Ask our Manager of College 
Relations to give you a tryout. Ask him about our policy of promotion from within. 

And while you're at it, ask him to tell you about our continuing 
expansion and modernization program. 

Timken® bearings sold all over the world. Manufacturing in Australia, 
Brazil, Canada, England, France, South Africa and the U.S.A, 

An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f). 

TI M KE N 
REGISTERED TRADEMARK 

THE TIMKEN COMPANY MANUFACTURES TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS, SPECIALTY ALLOY STEEL AND REMOVABLE ROCK BITS. 
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Representation vs. Regulation 

The Search for Unit 
by Jeff Kratz and Don Johnson 

6 ngineers must defend the regulating conduct and ethical oc 
Bypublic safety. They cannot questions. When discipline is yo i 4 

do it through an organization. found necessary after hearing a 7 EC 
They must do it on their own.” case, the board either reprimands 
According to Adolph Ackerman, a the engineer, suspends his license 2 mi 
consulting civil engineer, the ques- temporarily, or revokes it. Accor- | a7 
tion of a unified regulating engi- ding to the engineers interviewed, ee 
neering society is an absurdity. He this sytem of regulation is suffi- ; 
said that ethical questions, such as cent and should not be changed q 
those revolving around the dramatically. Hurc explained that fi 
Maryland engineers involved in the federal government could not sy 
the Agnew bribery scandal, should pass legislation regulating the 
be handled by existing societies engineering profession because it Professor Arno T. Lenz 
and state regulating boards. mee ee see rights. Civil Engineering 

n a surv ators e feels that there is no reason . . 
sisennaere Sens Eng why a national organization could probationary period would be the 
Engineer asked if a powerful not certify and list people who work they did while following 
professional society could answer have met general requirements, spmisoné's orders. Any-testeat tig recent. ethical questions and but they should not have the time would have to be very general 

demands for a collective social authority to license or ne any a would weed out very few peo- 
“onsci . , general engineering codes. “It is, . 

feeling that We Hand ‘enn after all, a vested interest group Prof. Arno T. Lenz, CEE: Any 
tion would not necessarily solve which would have difficulty being tests you cold give would have to problems in regulating the objective. There must be a separa- be technical in nature. Very few 
engineering profession. Discipline tion of powers because rules will engineers would fail to pass. A 
and responsibility, they say, be more protective of the in- strict probationary period would 
should remain. as localized as dividual members than society at weed out almost nobody and 
possible, and are ultimately large. It is hard to take action would, therefore, make little dif- 
matters that must be faced by against friends.” ference. . 
each engineer individually. In the future engineers may be Prof. James R. Villemonte, 

Cass Hurc, secretary of Wiscon: required to take refresher courses chairman, UW Department of 
sin’s engineering licensing board, or in some way stay abreast of Civil and Environmental 
said the most frequent conduct developments in their field, since Engineering: I think that the 
violations involve ‘‘stamping” “more and more people are college engineering program work or claiming credit for questioning why engineers are not should be set up to take six years, 
another’s work, and not fulfilling tested more often or made to up- two general years to start, and 

public health, safety, and con- date,” according to Hure. “If an then four years of engineering 
struction codes. engineer does not update he can education. This would be enough 

Currently, each state has a become obsolete in a few years.” of a probationary period. There 
licensing board for engineers Here are some of the responses should be no probationary period 

to questions surrounding a after an engineer graduates from 
national regulating engineering college. He should be registered by 

’ society. the state immediately. 
Q: Should there be a probationary Adolph J. Ackerman, consulting 

; ai a period of practical experience for civil engineer: The engineering 
G <ony i graduating engineers? Is it possi- societies and faculties could 

' i*% ea ble that this may instituionalize regulate the first years. If the 
PM + fa the shortage of engineers? system became recognized for 

—“ . | Prof. Richard W. Heine, chair- producing superior graduates, it 
: << man UW Department of may be accepted. But a powerful 

' ‘ Metallurgical and Mineral society could not force the faculty 
Engineering: There is now worry if they did not want to participate. 
of this. Beginning engineers do Q: How do you feel about 
very little original work, and professional societies providing 

Piatéieor Richard We ileine therefore, the work they would be more input into engineering 
Metallurgical and Mineral Engineering judged on at the end of the college curricula? 
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Can you make this part 
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without a drawing? 

Casting is so versatile that a designer can often promising for machinability or weldability. Cast 

develop complex components that are almosttoo in a ceramic mold, the impeller has fine surface 

difficult to draw . .. That's why many prototype finish and close dimensional tolerances, thus 

steelcastings are developeddirectly from models. — eliminating costly machining. 

Take this high-speed refrigerator impeller Want to know more about cast-stee/? We're 

Worthy of a sculptor’s efforts, it not only looks _ offering individual students free subscriptions 

good, but must perform faultlessly. . . And it to our quarterly publication‘CASTEEL"..Clubs 

does, at 12.500 rpm in subzero temperatures. and other groups can obtain our sound film 

Cast-stee/ permitted the designer to “Engineering Flexibility.” Write: Steel Founders’ 

choose the right composition for maximum ES Society of America, Cast Metals Federation Building, 

toughness at low temperatures, without com 20611 Center Ridge Road, Rocky River, Ohio 44116 

STEEL FOUNDERS’ SOCIETY OF AMERICA 

> . ; SS. iin, ee 
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Cast-Stee/ 
for Engineering Flexibility 
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centralist structure for the ified force. We have gained some 
pe ‘ engineering profession and trying benefits from specializations in 
ih to pass the buck for individual societies but lack a place where we 
a EY responsibility is an utter absurdi- can feel total allegiance and can 

oa” i ty. How would you get the ul- speak with one voice. A society is 
P . e\ timate wisdom needed in such a not a new idea. We have come 

4 — = body? close to having one several times. 
a \ We should put an engineer’s Heine: I would not like to see 
a | name on his work and rely on a engineers forced to belong to any 
2 fundamental definition of organization. I am opposed in 

responsibility rather than some principle to being forced to do 
, nebulous concept of organization. anything. Engineering is not that 

Dean Emeritus Kurt F. Wendt It is a violation of ethics for well organized, or professionaliz- 
Heine: We are not really read engineers who design atomic ed, now, and I don’t think I would 

: : y y energy plants not to be identified. like to see it get too organized. 
yet, but I would like to see the Engineers must defend the There are many non-engineers 
engineering college as a public safety. They cannot do it now doing engineering work, and I 
professional school, like the through an organization. They don’t think there should be any 
medical school 18 today. In this must do it on their own. As long as law against this. There should be 
case, the professional engineering every individual has the freedom some sort of national organization societies would have a great deal to dissent’ that’s all d 
to say in the development of the ss aus all you need. 
engineering curriculum. Dean Emeritus Kurt F. Wendt: 4 x 
Lenz: College faculties should get When we talk about a unified 
input from the professional group, I am not talking about a { : 
societies, but they should retain regulatory one. We will be better es —< 
control of the curriculum. The off with various states making {ey - y 
faculty has a legal responsibility to regulations. I would be very much \ we. 
develop the curriculum, and the afraid of a single all-powerful body ae 
professional societies should be that presumes to represent police _ Eb ce 
able to offer advice, but only ad- and regulate the profession. I am i Ne be 
vice. College students have chang- for a strong unified engineering | /b fe ? ; 
ed since engineers in these societies body that can speak for engineer- Professor James R. Villemonte 
were in college, and some of their ing as a whole, but a separate Civil and Environmental Engineering 
ideas may not be practical today. body, such as state licensing to help engineering develop as a 
Villemonte: Professional societies boards, regulating the practice of profession. For example, strong 
should have no control over curri- engineering. educational and training stan- culum. Giving control to the pro- We must be wary of a society dards could be established. The 
fessional societies would be the with too many functions. It present organizations have the 
best way to encourage mediocrity becomes too conflicting to act as capacity to do this. 
and the status quo. legal counsel, judge, jury, and Lenz: I would be against one 
Q: In response to questions that prosecutor all rolled into one. We national organization. I think the 
have been raised about the ethics must keep regulation separate smaller societies should remain 
of engineers do you feel a national from representation. I am propos- because engineers in different 
organization with more power to ing a dichotomy here. Split the areas have different interests. 
enforce rules would be an responsibility. Create a powerful Perhaps there should have been 
answer? society, but take the punitive only one organization to begin 
Ackerman: Engineering is an function away. A single society has with, but its too late to start now individual responsibility. You some very great merits to it, if you because the smallest groups are 

can’t transfer everything in the don t saddle it with a regulatory too well established. 
way of professional performance to function. Villemonte: The small societies some nebulous body. Villemonte: Enforcement should should remain. Every person prac- 
The concept of trying to create a be in the hands of a state review ticing engineering should be 

board. This would be _the same licensed, and all licensed members SS board that licenses engineers and should be a member of a national 
 £ ‘ they would have the power to organization, but not necessarily .& 2 revoke licenses when necessary. the same national organization. 

4 cj ee Present enforcement procedures Ackerman: As far as a unity 
os oe be involved in enforcement of the organization is concerned you 
+i rules because they are too involved would have to specify what a 

: - co and do not have a neutral perspec- society would do that cannot now Ls sill tive. be done. You should consider what ‘ 2 Do you feel there should be some can be done to improve engineer- 
sort of unity organization for ing conduct rather than bind 
engineers as a whole? . yourselves to some nebulous con- 

Adolph J. Ackerman Wendt: We have suffered in cept that does not do anything Professional Civil Engineer engineering from the lack of a un- anyway. WE 
8 Wisconsin Engineer
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C. 2  .  .. . * 
The tires of most jetliners lose traction So it can easily be pushed away. 
ona half inch of snow. It can also be laid down before a 

That means runways must be kept storm to act as an anti-icer. 
free of snow and ice. Or airports must Last winter it was successfully used 
close and the planes land somewhere at over 20 busy metropolitan airports. 
else. — This year we expect that more airports 
Which causes a lot ofinconvenience — will be using UCAR Runway De-Icer. 

for passengers. Strange hotels. Long So now instead of just talking about 
lines. Missed relatives. And dreary the weather, people can do something 
hours waiting for better weather. : about it. 

But this winter the story may be dif- 
ferent. Because of Union Carbide’s TTC yy 
Runway De-Icer. POT ray THE DISCOVERY COMPANY 

We discovered a new combination of 
liquid chemicals that penetrates a cov- 
ering of snow and ice and unglues it 
from the runway surface. 

For additional information on our activities, write to Union Carbide Corporation, Department of University Relations, 270 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10017. An equal opportunity employer. 
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To Josephson Junctions 
by Mark Holler of the Engineer Staff 

pss James Nordman of the cover the silvered glass and the being examined mainly by Scott 
ECE department and his assis- bundle of wires sprouting from the Owen, fabricates the junctions us- 

tants, Scott Owen and Stan top of the dewar. Once the right ing standard IC step and repeat 
Reible, are trying to make better temperature is reached any techniques on a silicon chip coated 
quality Josephson junctions more nitrogen which might have with a thin oxide layer. The SiO2 
consistently. As a result, they oc- entered the center cavity is blown substrate offers no new physical 
casionally spend a Saturday in the from the flask in a flurry of liquid properties to the junction itself, 
lab around a liquid helium-filled boiling to vapor. but it does make a variety of well 
dewar (an elaborate fascimile of a Next, pressure is applied to a se- developed IC processing techni- 
Thermos bottle) monitoring one of cond dewar near the test dewar, ques, including cutting, usable in 

these junctions. Their experiment that is filled with liquid helium making Josephson junctions. 
takes place in a copper screen room forcing the helium through a In processing a silicon chip, the 
that surrounds the dewar to pre- vacuum-insulated tube and into first step is to deposit a 1000A 
vent any stray radiation from af- the test dewar. When the test layer of niobium. The process, 
fecting the results. dewar is filled with the helium and which is called sputtering, is done 

These junctions are composed of allowed to reach a thermal steady- in a low pressure argon at- 
two thin superconducting films state the Josephson junction is mosphere of approximately 10~* 
of lead and niobium separated by about four Centigrade degrees torr. Inside the chamber there is 
an oxide barrier. above absolute zero. an anode and a cathode with a 
The experiment begins when At this temperature both the bias between them of about 3000 

liquid nitrogen is poured into the niobium and lead layers on either volts. The 3000 volt potential 
outer cavity of the double dewar side of the 25A thick oxide barrier causes the argon to ionize and the 
used for testing. As soon as the are in the superconducting state. positive nuclei to accelerate 
pouring begins, a frost starts to Since keeping the dewar cold for a toward the cathode where they 

eee me ‘ “ long continuous period saves the strike either a sputtering cathode 
it I ' expense of repeated start-ups, the or a junction being sputter-etched 
- \ ' testing usually lasts all day. depending on whether material is 

; 2 P | To make Josephson junctions being deposited or removed from 

—_/i , 7 aes more consistantly Professor Nord- the substrate. The argon nuclei 
8 a man and his crew are using in- strike the cathode and dislodge 

ie ‘ Pi tegrated circuit (IC) techniques. the cathode atoms. In the first 
/ \S om " The use of niobium in fabricating step the cathode is niobium. 

q yh ae the junctions has improved the A problem has been encount- 
Q Ai) reliability and the durability of ered in etching the niobium, since 

ch . ae the junctions. Also to eliminate no common acid will etch the nio- 
ig ), — Fos some of the undesirable junction bium, and the photoresist (a 

Ad \ at capacitance, _thicker barriers of plastic film) decomposes during 
" ‘ ey lower potential are being tried. sputter-etching. Professor Nord- 

i \ The integrated circuit techniques man’s solution to the problem of 
| and the use of niobium have both etching the niobium is an 
Li been successful, but the produc- aluminum layer etched to the 

a Lad tion of lower barriers continues to desired mask form using a stan- 
| be elusive. dard integrated circuit photoresist 

_— | Originally the substrate for the technique. A relatively thick 
| junctions was a thin glass slide. aluminum layer is sputtered over 

~— The glass substrate worked well the entire niobium layer. The 
Se, , enough and still does when only aluminum layer is then covered ome @ one large junction is desired. with photoresist and exposed to 

2 \ Josephson junctions, however, ultraviolet light through a mask 
. : cana ee mad in quantity on a with the desired circuit patterned 

~ " glass substrate because the glass is in it. Polymerization takes place 
slsundiene te the ee amorphous and does not cut where the photoresist is exposed to 
dewar. (courtesy, Bill Ardern) predictably. A newer technique the ultraviolet light making the 
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was in Grenoble, France at L’air of the junctions made by Prof. 
Liquide Centre d’Etudes Cryo- Nordman and Mr. Reible is shown 

: geniques comparing and extending in Figure 2. The junction is a 
x | work done by that laboratory and millimeter wide and a few centi- 

: his own on the use of deposited meters long. The solitary wave or 
is ¥ na semiconductor films instead of soliton, as it is more commonly 

Bs : the oxide layer to separate the called, can be described roughly as 
Se two superconductive films. a nonlinear pulse. Prof. Scott and 

oe” G The semiconductors used are two others have written an exten- 
| germanium and indium an- sive article on the state of the art 

| timonide having theoretical which appears in the October, 
| barrier heights of 150-600 mV and 1973 issue of the Proceedings of 

50-120 mV compared to the oxide the IEEE. The article treats the 
barrier height of about 1 V. The soliton in minute mathmatical 
barrier is sputtered on to a detail. 

Figure 1. A Imm square chip containing nine thickness of about 100A which is The distributed junction can 
test Josephson junctions varying in size and about four times larger than the also be used as a shift register with 

shape. oxide layer. Thickening the junc- pulses entered at one end and then 
exposed areas resistant to the acid tion will decrease the capacitance propagated or stored. Pulses are 

used in etching. The unexposed and should not change the tunnel- stored in loop currents, which 
photoresist is removed by develop- ing probability if the barrier have a magnetic field associated 
ing and the aluminum under it is height is indeed lower. with them. The pulses or flux 
chemically etched away using a The original theory in this case quanta can be shuttled at about 
combination of phosphoric acid, did not predict all of the complex- 1/20 the speed of light. 
acetic acid, and nitric acid. ities involved. The first inade- The applications of Josephson 

However, when desired, the acid- quacy came from not considering junctions include detection and 
resistant areas can be removed us- the amorphous quality of the generation of radiation in the 
ing organic solvents such as semiconductor thin film. Other millimeter wavelength region and 
acetone or xylene. complications include the Shottky very fast digital memory the two 

The entire chip is then sputter- barriers which occur at the logic states being the normal and 
etched until the exposed niobium semiconductor-superconductor in- superconducting states. Nothing 

areas have been completely terfaces. Pinholes, as the jargon yet discovered has a switching 
removed. At this same time the terms them, occur in the semicon- time faster than the Josephson 
aluminum protecting certain areas ductor film and allow unwanted junction’s .01 nanoseconds. Plated 
of the niobium will be nearly gone. tunneling, which shorts the junc- wire memories have switching 
Again the aluminum etch etches tion. times near 300 ns and ferrite core 
the remaining aluminum from the One attempt to eliminate this storage is even slower with times 
chip. A heavy oxide layer left by was to oxidize the niobium around 1000 ns. 
the chemical etching is removed through the pinholes to stop them Metal oxide semiconductor or 
by more sputter-etching. up; however, this also oxidizes MOS circuitry has a considerable 

The junction area is then form- the semiconductor and introduces head start on the Josephson junc- 
ed by a small hole in a new layer of a series oxide layer in the junction tions in quality and price, but 
photoresist. More cleaning and ox- which increases the capacitance. MOS devices have a limit on how 

idation in an oxygen plasma Professor Nordman is now set- well they can do. The Josephson 
produces a clean niobium surface ting up a new high vacuum junctions approach the theoretical 
covered by approximately 25A of chamber which will use a 6 kW time limit any switching device is 
niobium oxide. electron beam to “evaporate” the capable of. They may not be used 

A 5000A layer of lead is semiconductor, hopefully then commercially for a while, but there 
evaporated over the whole struc- depositing it in a continuous is no doubt that they will be in the 
ture and also chemically etched polycrystalline film. future. ve 
leaving small lead-oxide-niobium The Shottky barriers which are 
sandwiches, which are the junc- a complex quantum effect of the - 
tions, along with leads which run joining of two materials may not ? 4 
to bonding or contact pads. Figure be overcome by purifying the g jae | = ’ 
one shows a one millimeter square semiconductor film. A material no , | 

chip of nine test junctions varying other than a semiconductor may : 
in size and shape. have to be used, possibly a 

Mr. Owen typically makes 100 modified oxide layer or a semicon- : ; 
or more circuits this size on one ductor layer with the boundaries BB 
substrate and is presently testing modified. (| | 

the junctions’ quality and con- Another member of the Univer- ‘oy | ; = 
sistancy over a period of time. sity faculty working with 

Professor Nordman has worked Josephson junctions is Prof. Alwyn —— ' 
with superconductive tunnel C. Scott who is investigating the 

junctions for a number of years. propagation of solitary waves Figure 2. Example of a distributed junction 
During the 1972-73 school year he along distributed junctions. One produced by Nordman and Reible. 
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beri TEMIPMUIETUIg 2... 

Sri Hall 

by Starr Eby of the Engineer Staff 

Se ee ee Ye SR NREL re man’s horse were destroyed. 
LHe a Ren Sea Gs | e ae Sear Sa Students were urged not to 
eee cs “ewer Ahad wae a) GG. AN, A a ae transfer, and classes were held 

‘ a a Bis eer we, * ff) temporarily in the library, (now 
ek broke! MO ENE a ) he é Music Hall), and North Hall, then 
* tee G OS ech. peo " a men’s dormitory. Meanwhile, 

E ae ee \y V/ at N pls ee aT aang plans were brewing to construct a 
\ Sv ee aN Vy beeen a ae new, fireproof, Science Hall. in Nee Gr ir. alae 

Bi a ie ae MS ! ee | FEE a ee As usual, the university was low 
Ra oe WT oe bee y pe peat eee on funds. In addition to $41,000 

2, See Nf 4 Eee te aay coming from insurance on the old 
NC Lae Ke Wy) t | u = | 4 a building, the university got $150,- 

re NO he UT | i as : ld Sawn | 000 from the legislature. But this Nera er ae Pe | a Lae Tiere still was not enough. Nf) v Neer 8 | mele i 3 nee Ye . . . 
Pda) Fae : Li Ped pees ; om as Since all bids were too high, 
Bere | tM te i building started without a con- 

, ta les ee structor. Civil Engineering 
ee S = Lo ae professor Conover was appointed - pr Pe eR errr eae ee . . oe oe constructing supervisor. He was 

ee et aided by Frank Lloyd Wright, who sme : i oi, Nereis oe ; : : a : is eee 0) 598 worked as a part time student 
ie i = — i assistant. 

Midway through construction, 
: 4 the legislature discovered that the 

‘ regents had incurred debts of $30, - 
000 at Madison banks. Insensed at 

Old Chemistry Engineering Building with Science Hall in the background on the corner of Obser- this ruthless overexpenditure, it 
vatory Dr. and Park St. 

confronted the regents. The 
cience Hall is more than just a main building on campus. Yet in regents didn’t budge. They believ- 

Sred brick monstrosity at the 1883, when Allen D. Conover, ed the state was obligated to give 
bottom of Bascom Hill. It is a engineering professor, warned the them however much they deemed 
structual marvel and the oldest Board of Regents that it was fall- necessary. Shortly afterwards, but 
existing building in the world to ing apart, nothing was done about not without much ado, the 
use structural steel in significant it. Shortly after, flames demolish- legislature passed a bill providing 
amounts. ed the structure. an additional $170,000 for the 

Completed in 1887, Science Hall The Madison fire department completion of Science Hall. A 
was meant to last a long time. An considered the alarm a prank, and worthwhile investment, the hall is 
original Science Hall, standing in didn’t get there until it was too now valued at $2,254,510. 
the same spot as the present one, late. Students were unable to use Science Hall was well built. In 
was completely destroyed by fire the building’s fire equipment, 1888, Sidney Dean Townly said 
several years before, disrupting which was locked up to prevent “the whole building is fireproof, 
the university so much that it was vandalism. Along with the and it will serve it’s purpose for 
feared that it would have to shut building, the $10,000 Lapham many generations to come, for the 
down. library, the university’s art collec- only things that can destroy it 

Housing all sciences except tion, and geological specimens, in- would be an earthquake or a 
pharmacy, Science Hall was the cluding the bones of General Sher- hurricane.” 
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This is an artist’s drawing of the University of Wisconsin-Madison Campus 
in 1879. From left are: Ladies hall, South Dormitory, University Hall, 
Assembly Hall and Library, North Dormitory, and Science Hall. 

Iron, steel, hollow tile, and ce- architectural style, which went has yet acquired, and that Science 

ment are the main constructive out with the horse and buggy. Hall will doubtless stand in- 

materials. The only wood found in In 1920, J.F.A. Pyre reported definitely, a monument to the 

the whole building is in the doors, that it was “the largest, most prosperity, progressiveness, bad 

windowsills and floors. useful, most expensive, and easily taste and good intentions of the 

Steel I-beams provide the major the ugliest building the university latter 80’s.” WE 

means of support. Used only once 

before in construction, and then 
not very successfully, it was not 6 ‘ Za ; 

known how strong they could be. lt Va a4 ro r : ua C7 

The beams, finally ordered from y' U yy 

the Carnegie Steel Company, were ——_ " 24 

able to bear 52,000 pounds per an ua (= y A 

square inch. _ > 

Cutting the I-beams presented a fe 

problem. Since steel saws and , Lia 

acetylene torches were unknown, —— oh. 

the beams had to be trimmed by oS v4 

drilling many small holes, then r 

bending them until they broke. - 
The jagged edges can still be seen y é | 

in the attic. ae. 

The walls, ceilings and roof are a In your line of work, odds are you need a pencil that writes 

all of hollow tiling, and there’s no _ with a super thin line. A line so thin that it can show a lot of 

lath or plaster in the building ex- a SE” detail in a limited space. Or crowd a lot of information on one 

. fo r small line. That pencil is the new improved Ultra-FINELINE from 

cept Mn /One eon On fourth floor, Adjustable Sheaffer. Available in 0.3mm and 0.5mm models. 
which originally housed an art eraser lifts out to ut It's a mechanical pencil you can get technical with. The 

museum. The stairs are iron with expose spare, - 3! exclusive Floating Lead Protector won't wobble or allow the 
leads. Eff 

slate treads, and the corridor floor- ih lead to rotate... or break off. If it ever gets jammed with broken 

; . * * ed si Lf = 2 he Protector. You never need to repoint 
ing is encaustic tile. te lead. you simply replace I 

. . ‘ fe a lead or adjust the amount of lead exposed. And the 

_Steam heat, both direct and in- meee Nj; Ultra-FINELINE even signals you when it's getting low on lead. 

direct, warms the building. Two f The Ultra-FINELINE. It makes 
air pockets between the inner and designing and technical drawing so 

outer walls furnish a warm and J cutchnoids| Much easier, we sometimes Ukiira 
i Pitas tee floating lead wonder how we designed it 

preprot Inne. Sa os “ss protector without it. onanarivand smi F ; c 

P , Che ; securely | models, Just $2.98 to $5.98. (How's 
was included. . x Floating lead that for talking your language?) Ne Ne 

Science Hall, was designed by / protector Floating Lead Protector 

H.C. Koch of Milwaukee, in the -—_— en's} replacements now available... SHEAFFER. 
; . > Greakage. 6 for $1. Pettemmnrey Crna ken 

Richardsonian Romansque im



A Trashy Story 

The Continuing Saga of e Conti g Sag 

Recycling Resources 

by Don Johnson 

rash, like death and taxes, is over half is paper products. system, originating in Europe, 

Tinevitable. And it must be Packaging materials alone, ex- called sanitary landfill which 
faced daily, not once a year or once pected to weigh in at 74 million amounts to burying each day’s 
a lifetime. Within this decade solid tons in 1976, account for one trash. According to one public 
waste totals will add up to eight fourth of solid waste. Garrett works director, “There will always 
pounds per person per day, or a DeBell described America in The be a (disposal) crisis because 
ton and half per year for every Environmental Handbook as a nobody wants a landfill.” He ex- 
man, woman and child in the “nation knee-deep in garbage, fir- plains that 40 to 50 landfill sites 

ane tates, teading: Si ing rockets at the moon.” were considered at one time or 
zast year those pleading for . : another, but were rejected because 

federal aid to solve the nation’s d ane ie nok mee only ra of anticipated ent Gatanl public 
“disposal crisis” predicted our umps. Jong ‘a, one-mile: stretc reassure, before his city settled 
mena : of ordinary two-lane highway, the pressure, © DUS Clty settled on. cities in the next ten years will Hich R h Board of th two sites. 

smother in their own garbage and Neu vet Research Cc OBE Nd the 
trash, millions of tons costing $7 Hh ee esearch Council found One city engineer said his 
billion a year to bury or burn. 70 paper cups, 730 empty department spends 35 per cent of 
Kathie Kelly, author of Garbage: cigarette packs, 590 beer cans, 130 its time studying potential sites. It 
The History and Future of Gar- oa ee oe beer takes months to investigate the 
bage in American, predicts that Soe es, 110 w aed ot eS and 90 bedrock conditions, the effects on 
by 1980 the ‘planned ‘‘obsole- han Se oae an alin all its the water table, the volume in- 
scense” mill will be cranking the ut ane fOrms 1s, Creeping up on volved, and the drainage 
out 440 million tons of junk, auto- the urban jugular from all sides. problems. What appears to be a 
mobiles, tires, appliances, cans, In the face of pending ecodoom, cheap disposal operation may ac- 
waste paper and plastics, while cities have scurried from one dis- tually be the most expensive when 
the factories continue to chew up posal crisis to another. Many auxiliary costs are considered. 
our natural resources in order to solutions have proposed dumpng Filling a hole or ravine by casting 
keep up. ; refuse down old mines, com- refuse down a steep slope will only 
Though the U.S. has the pressing it into building blocks, in- create an incubator for flies, 

highest-class trash in the world, cineration, and dumping at sea. rodents, odors, and disease- 
only nine per cent is foodstuffs; Most cities use a fifty-year-old bearing insects. It may take two 

A , MAREE i . ee years just to prepare a site. 
per. fn OE ADRS kB ed ' ay RAS in? 
RN Wi Pass eee XS : .\ aR SD AN In Madison, Wis., a three-year 
ee aN Oa Ne a cy LN ‘ f) iy PERRY Se project, backed by a federal grant, 

AWN) Gy SAP) ie ps es RX\ % WS Re ae Uy Mey i/o) ay Ow. Lig ; 7ERQYSAS Rohe developed a system of grinding the 
Sf eX Kal, RY te EY OF MADISON F OTT refuse with a hammer mill, the 

~ om - [Sear ie yg first of its kind in the United 
: Bh Mcphee aE eee! §=©— States. The mill chews up some 25 

. Niet pa aaa earrait o V cea aies Se tons of refuse an hour—spitting 

Fe eg Punic works DEHONSTTON GRANT out that which it can’t handle, 
Ss oes meee OVSION OF | Fe ECUPMENT ee such as an automobile engine 

AUR co acite mst ne eo eee block—reducing the original 
oe : Si ae volume by one half. 
Ok Se ieee ee ae ee | oe The hammer mill consists of a 
Een ere ei re Me Pianta os Se ea vertical shaft. Its 48 hammers 

fareeer ee i oe ev ela He TN tne ores rotate at 1,450 revolutions per 

ee | = inute, smashing just about 
ee anything smaller than a two-foot 

Oe Ti REG ta gM Sse ae arg Arner Sones ONZE TTC Ven rE = square chunk of concrete into bits.



No one is claiming that - 
pulverizing is going to solve the a LI . i net = 
problem, but city officials say it is 5 — see , sd 
a step in the right direction. Tests =~ ee i 
reveal that the ’’milled cells” are Nil eet So a : i ie 
not flamable, and they do not at- WAU a9 0 Ti el Eh i® i 
tract flies, or rats. Residents near re Seay “(0 ob zak 4 | Pee, ae BA 
Madison’s Greentree landfill, a ioe. me S| 
which receives only milled refuse, By 1 ee ae co ee et, a, ha) 
explain they would have objected ty i a apr etae * Nas he at NG ee 
strongly to its location if the trash Wo (Ne OM ine as as Pig Ns ean 
were not milled. yaa a a) ch y Pn, “e ee ae) oer oc 

According to Robert K. Ham, a 1 iM ro aah Sere Wy ae: Aj eee 
University of Wisconsin civil and j i SS Wid OP eat "¥ tA “Xz a ea as 
environmental engineering ya oe ps cn PW bid aN bee ae 1 
professor, the milled refuse is more J \ eS 4 J begith ou ai ee oe Vs 7 

compact, no longer requires adai- 7 ioe rag eee oe TAN loi 
ly cover of top soil, and doubles fF 7% ||| |\amMmN ainda gg Ve) Yl aoe a : 
the life of a landfill. Ham, who was Es 1 hea ale ac ach. Sie PAs ‘wie 5 
one of the chief engineers in the | a ‘ &, Ca Ka LEY i project, says this system was the 3) Hi) ES : ao wt) 
first in this hemisphere. “Now , ¢ a meen i we MOBpe sash pe 
there are at least thirty to forty , 7 «i ea - 
similar installations throughout Interior of hammer mill at Madison’s Refuse Reduction Plant. 

oe ae Hears Broan “Milling should not be considered oallestiva, Anybody ih Sos thie 

points out that if the mill had not @ Panacea. It costs money, is not fan Use lus cotton-pic’sin’ brain ‘9 
been in operation Madison’s land- practical for low tonnages (to oa om a way to ae He teed 
fill sites would have been filled a keep costs down the mill must be 4 ae hon sieeve i: “b © use 
year and a half ago kept busy), and requires backup a sledge hammer on his basement 
. om provisions like any other process floor to pound out tin cans, and in- 

The city has also installed a involving mechanical equip- oe ae family use ol 
million dollar machine to grind up ment.” . na nil a ne the DO More s an 
automobile graveyards. The Brunner complains that the que +f an h awerepes Ss 
shredder has a capacity of 400 cars average citizen is not aware of the oe e tine pase 1 
a day and reduces a 3,500 pound disposal problems for all the gar- i verything was amet oe ass, 
car to fist-sized fragments in 45 bage he generates. ‘‘The resident plastics, cans, paper—in the hopes 

seconds. It drives hammers, sets out a few bags each week and that someday recycling operations 
weighing 340 pounds each, which the next time he looks they’re will begin. The more metal we 

literally beat and pound the car to gone,” and he doesn’t know where. recycle the less we have to destroy 
shreds. Ham, who was a member of the the natural topography of our 

Wisconsin governor’s task force on country. Why the hell not use 
Other cities are making recycling solid waste, says ‘The them over and over rather than 

attempts to chop, condense, and public seems to think that we once and then burying them; We 

bury their junk. Cities from all should be able to recycle all of our could save 95 per cent of the 
over the United States, Europe, refuse.” energy used in the production of 

and Australia have made inquiries Some citizens, however, insist aluminum if it were recycled. Sure 
about Madison’s operation, and that recycling is the only logical we have returnables, but they 
fifteen have installed mills in the solution. A midwestern naturalist, won't be here tomorrow. Some 
last three years. Cities like St. George Knudsen, saved his people say that we can’t recycle 
Louis, Pampano Beach, and Great family’s trash for four years, com- everything. That’s the biggest 
Falls have developed similar pacting it, and storing it in his rec bunch of hog wash IJ ever heard! 

systems since Madison began hers room. He is proud of his results, Knudsen eventually found that 
seven years ago. announcing that 465 compacted even his trash pile was getting un- 

In spite of such pioneering ef- tin cans will fit in a small card- manageable, and tried to dispose 
forts to compact and bury it board box. When Knudsen gave it through recycling operations in 

harmlessly, the mountains of talks during the first year of com- the area. But “a lot of valuable 
refuse still seem unconquerable. pacting and storage, “I could take materials got thrown out.” He 
Madison, with a population of the whole darn works with me in plans to publish the results of his 

200,000 generates 600 tons of the back of my car.’ He found private study next year. . 
refuse each day. The mill chops up that his family generated 800 to Any small child knows there is a 
only 225 to 250 tons of it. Brunner 1000 pounds of trash each year lot of good stuff” in a trash pile. 

figures the mill would be able to which took up 30 to 50 cubic feet of Now the solid waste experts agree. 
handle 500 of those 600 tons if the space. The potential value of recoverable 
plant were enlarged. “Our whole pile for any one year materials and energy discarded 

Edwin Duszynski, Madison’s was comparable to an average pile annually in the nation’s trash and 

public works director, comments, in front of one home for a two week garbage is more than $1 billion, 
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according to a study published by zine, Francis Duane, past pre- beverage container. Wisconsin is 
the National Center for Resource sident of the American Society currently considering similar bot- 
Recovery, much of which is lost of Golf Course Architects, says tle bills, requiring all beverage 
forever by burning or burial. “Now, our troublesome garbage containers sold in the state to have 

As author DeBell wrote, ‘The heaps may provide us with a refund value of at least five 
principle of recycling is to regard tomorrow’s recreation centers. cents, and banning pop top cans. 
wastes as raw materials to be Landfill sites, which are unfit for Other bills will require the state 
utilized; this is the only ecological- construction, have exciting poten- government to use paper products 
ly sensible long term solution to tial as parks, golf courses, and containing recycled materials, and 
the solid-waste problem.” even ski hills.” create a solid waste recycling 

The point has been well taken. Garbage issues are not wasted authority. 
At the International Transpora- on the politician. They can nearly Individual cities are making an 
tion Exposition in Washington, break him (N.Y. Mayor John effort to control waste disposal 
D.C. reevcled municipal wastes Lindsay and the 1968 garbage problems at the source. A Madison 
were used to construct a new hard strike). A “bottle” law in Oregon, City Council member, Alicia 
surface for parking lots and roads. taking effect in October 1972, was Ashman, proposed two years ago 

Recycling efforts have also un- a “rip-roaring success,” says to restrict the sale of non- 
covered a place in garbage history Orgon Governor Tom McCall. The degradable, nonreturnable bottles 
for Madison. In 1968, the city cag and containers in the city, in- 
began the first full-scale ieee i... cluding metal, glass, and plastic. 
newspaper recycling program in etere in The proposal was defeated by one 
the nation. Twelve tons of Frade 4 a iis ML vote. An alternative ordinance was 
newsprint a day are hauled to rrr * oe pit passed instead declaring that all 
Chicago. The papers which are Fs db = ee. — Madison stores selling soda and 
separated and tied by homeowners er a7 m " i beer are required to offer retur- 
and put out with their trash, go to — & oa : “MEN: =~ nable bottles besides nonretur- 
a plant in Alsip, Ill. just outside of + a A old j ; nables if they were not already do- 
Chicago to be reprocessed into new i) ‘| BA Bj "Ela ib ing so. 
newsprint. The Chicago Sun- Wir . Es a ey Ashman suggests, “People are 
Times is printed entirely out of = ee i Dirge! coming to see there is a finite 
this paper. The paper recycling ~ oy 7 Se 4k" figure in the amount of resources 
project went from a cost of $27.81 Qo ee i : aes a e-.% and a limit to how much trash you 
per ton in 1968 to $9.12 per ton in EN NG est ee pl can produce.”’ Using the pocket- 
1970. By 1971 the city was making : oS, ae Bie < Weyer book approach, Ashman, proposes 
a net profit of $2.06 per ton. 2 RNG ea, an Cay” be ; a “user fee” or tax levied on non- 

For every ton of newsprint Se A Tee a eg & S.& returnable containers purchased 
recycled, 17 trees are saved. In one Je way” i the by the consumer, and hopes for 
year alone 1,773 tons of paper from eS wee i oe (eee the day when Madison will in- 
Madison’s residents were picked S SS : NG kee as e clude everything—from soft drink 
up, saving 30,000 trees. sy eee to ketchup bottles—in a nonretur- 

Using an electromagnet, 95 per : Oe dae M<@F\ sonable container ban. 
cent of all ferrous metals are also The emphasis in solid waste 
drawn off the city’s milled refuse, Trash being conveyed to shredder legislation has moved from dis- 
equaling five per cent of the posal to recycling and controlling 
reducible solid waste, or fifty tons law prohibits the sale of soft sources of trash. Wisconsin’s Blue 
each week. drinks and beer in nonreturnable Book reports “Some authorities 

This month efforts will begin to bottles and cans. Snap-top cans suggest that we will have to give 
recycle cardboard from Madison’s and throwaway bottles are bann- up any hope of solid waste recycl- 
refuse, which may be sold for $72 ed. The law is primarily aimed at ing as a profitable enterprise and 
per ton. While looking out at curbing litter and encouraging think of it instead as an essential 
heaps of garbage going through a people to return bottles rather public service whose costs are 
milling machine, Brunner says ex- than strewing them along roads. preferable to the costs of our 
citedly “there is a virtual gold- According to the U.S. En- current problems of increasing 
mine lying out there with so much vironmental Protection Agency volume, dwindling disposal sites, 
in valuable resources.” He is the beverage container portion of pollution and wasted natural 
studying methods to remove litter decreased by one-half, dur- resources.” 
aluminum from the scrap to be ing the winter following enact- Faced with the prospect of being 
sold for $200 a ton. ment. Senator Mark Hatfield (R- buried under their own moun- 

Landfill sites themselves are Oregon) has introduced a_ bill tains of trash, Americans have no 
being recycled. In Allentown, Pa. a patterned after the Oregon law, choice but to consider their own 
landfill site was turned into a 37!» banning throwaway containers solid waste as a valuable resource 
acre park and recreation area. nationwide. to be mined and used again. 
Hemstead, N.Y. and Toledo, Ohio In Vermont a law went into Rather than toss this magazine on 
have turned their landfill sites into effect last September requiring a top of your ton-and-a-half trash 
municipal golf courses. Writing in refundable deposit of at least five heap, Recycle it. 
“Parks and Recreation” maga- cents on every soda or malt We 
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Packaging engineer from Michigan Mechanical engineer from Michigan Tech- 
State University. She has recently been nological University. She designs intricate Chemical engineer from University 

making cartons of merchandise iden- machines that spool film and must operate of Rhode Island. She investigates 
tify themselves electronically to the perfectly in the dark. Turning on lights to possibilities for easier conversion of 

computers. check them out would spoil the film. exposed film to finished pictures. 

Industrial engineer , 

from University of Mechanical engineer , 
Wisconsin. She has from Clarkson College of Chemical engineer from Mechanical engineer from Uni- 
devised work-shift Technology. She com- Youngstown State Uni- versity of Minnesota. She de- 

programs that take bines physical and fiscal versity. She recaptures signs and troubleshoots hy- 

into account not only planning for new ma- silver and other film draulic systems, bearings, and 
production require- chine rooms where movie ingredients from waste. shaft seals. She is a specialist 

ments but also per- film acquires its sound on friction, wear, and lubrica- 
sonal preferences in stripe. tion, 
working hours. 
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Se ee US  erC—C~isSCSCr a . . ee ie A | —{_industriat engineer ab _ i io yo oars | a | from University of 
oe . | 7 i Eo ¢ @ Miami. Now pro- : ; oC : 7 i _ S duction supervisor 

Architectural engi- a . L > responsible for 
neer from Tennessee y / - |. ya bringing together State University she ff : a. people, parts, and 
works on interior de- tools to satisfy de- 
sign of Kodak market- mand for those new 
ing and distribution Kodak movie cam- 
offices throughout the ‘ eras you see on TV. 
U.S.A. : 

Mechanical engineer from Rochester 

Institute of Technology. With full re- 

sponsibility for scheduling and cost 
Chemical engineer from control, she designs equipment that 

5 rovides id h 

Institute. She uses form, color, York at Buffalo. She is : 
and graphics to relate the tech- stueying echnical fac- Industrial engineer 
nology of the personal camera tors in photo-processing from The Pennsyl- 
to people and their sense of plants that will be han- Vania State Universit 

dling future films. y the appropriate. with a mathematics 
degree from Hunter 

College of C.U.N.Y. 

Chemical engineer from Mathematically she 
Youngstown State Universi- Electrical engineer from South Dakota analyzes the problem 
ty. Photographers don't mix School of Mines. Her machines are three of maintaining proper 
chemicals much anymore. stories high, a football field long, and Clr in photographic 
She makes a better product work to the tolerances of an expensive panes 
by the ton, packaged so it’s watch in depositing emulsion layers on 
never even seen. color film. 

This picture could be misleading. Engineering jobs at Kodak cal, electrical, or industrial engineers, make yourself known 
are not restricted to ladies. Whatever your sex, if you want to Eastman Kodak Company, Business and Technical Per- 
to know about current opportunities in Rochester, N. Y., sonnel, Rochester, N. Y. 14650. 
Kingsport, Tenn., or Longview, Tex., for mechanical, chemi- Or just tell your placement office of your interest. 

An equal-opportunity employer m/f



M. f; i anulacturing, 

Is this the kind 
f L i fe ? of engineer ig for you. 

Trying to figure out the exact a few engineers. So we thoughta tems. Manufacturing products. 
kind of engineering work youshould __ series of ads explaining the work Selling and servicing products. 
go into can be pretty tough. they do might come in handy. After This ad outlines the major types 

One minute you're studying a __ all, it’s better to understand the var- of work found in the Manufacturing 
general area like mechanicalorelec- _ ious job functions before a job inter- area at GE. Other ads in this series 
trical engineering. The next you're view than waste your interview time will cover the two remaining areas. 
faced with a maze of job functions trying to learn about them. We also have a handy guide that 
you don’t fully understand. And Basically, engineering atGE explains all three areas. For a 
that often are called different names (and many other companies) can be free copy, just write: General 
by different companies. divided into three areas. Develop- Electric, Dept. AK-2, 570 Lexing- 

General Electric employs quite ing and designing products and sys- ton Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022. 

Manufacturing Engineering with marketing, engineering and manufactur- 
. : : : ing to coordinate the overall design and 

Manufacturing engineers plan and specify ex- maintenance of all quality-related activities. 
actly how a product will be manufactured. The Quality Control Engineer takes quality 
They consult with design engineers to make standards established fora product by the mar- 
sure a product design is producible effi- keting people, then plans and specifies all test 
ciently and at competitive cost. They develop, requirements, inspections, audits and person- 
design, provide and maintain the machinery, nel needed to meet these standards. He also 
tools, processes and equipment needed to works with manufacturing to make sure pro- 
manufacture a product. And they plan and duction facilities are adequate to meet 
detail all the interrelated work procedures to quality standards. The Process Control Engi- 
be followed during each step of manufactur- neer is responsible for implementing the 
ing. Requires intimate famil- _ plans of the Quality Control Engineer. 
iarity with all aspects of es Aiur ea And for providing technical 
the production fa- . ae fe ee Siscons help to manufacturing 
cility, including xs,, Line to— ag pepe eso Te to resolve quality 
automation ge ms a pore nf LUT Peat es Bs problems. The 

programs. Sy) Ess sce lewbl] PIL [Lae Quality Infor- 
el] Sy a | ae" mation Equipment 

Factory “Geko NEY see Da Engineer either designs 
Management = or purchases, then plans the maintenance of 

Factory managers supervise a factory’s work the quality-testing equipment, 
force, materials and machines. Their job is to Materials Management 

meet production schedules while maintain- Engineers in Materials Management plan and 
ing product-quality standards, plantefficiency control the flow of materials throughout the 
and a favorable working environment. To business cycle. They make sure all raw mate- 
do this, they consult with, and implement the rials, parts, subassemblies and finished prod- 
plans of, manufacturing engineers, quality- ucts are at the right place, at the right cost, 
control engineers and materials experts. at the right time. This involves scheduling 
They also deal directly with the factory's pro- factory production, planning and forecast- 
duction workers on a regular basis. Thus, ing material requirements, and determining 
good interpersonal skills and the ability to inventory levels. Also purchasing materials, 
manage large numbers of people are vital. directing poate flow during manufacturing, 

. * q and warehousing and shipping finished prod- 
Quality Control Engineering ucts. Requires Ehowledes of Srodiets, pro 
Quality control involves four kinds of special- cesses and ability in areas such as logistics, 
ists. The Quality Assistance Engineer works mathematics and computer applications. 

GENERAL @@ ELECTRIC 
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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